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Later that evening Rabbit’s fellow
security workers threw an angry
animal out through the fire exit.

Rabbit stepped outside to deal
with the angry animal alone.
He treated him kindly and
 with respect, but would never
   agree to let him back inside.
     The animal eventually left.
       This is how things
         had been done at the
          Sloth’s bar.

The angry animal stood outside
snapping threats. The other
security workers stayed inside,
taunting the animal through
the door.



Word of this incident
reached the Squirrel.

Squirrel marched to the fire exit
and reprimanded the Rabbit for
confronting an animal alone after it
had been thrown out.
Rabbit explained
that the angry
animal would
not have
left on
his own, and might have

attacked a customer
or an animal working
at the front door.
As Rabbit spoke the
Squirrel stood shaking
his head with his
     eyes closed.
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As this was taking place the security animals who had
 thrown out the angry animal 
 returned to the fire exit with
 drinks. One of them was for the
 Rabbit. They toasted to Rabbit,
 welcoming him to their team.
 The Squirrel asked where his drink
 was. They suggested that he ask
 the bartender. The conversation
 that followed came very naturally 
 to the four of them.

Squirrel stood pretending to be part of the conversation
for some time.



Months passed. The Rabbit had come to feel at home at the 
Antelope’s club. His fellow employees had become his closest
friends. He spent his nights off there. He performed there
on a regular basis. They all spent their holidays together
at the bar.

Out of all the animals that he worked with, there were only
three that Rabbit did not feel comfortable around, besides
the Squirrel whom he did not like.
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